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Abstract

The frequency and fatality rates associated with skin

Melanoma requires an accurate and efficient detection

methodology to enable early medical diagnosis. Artifi-

cial Intelligence (AI) augmented detection methods aim at

achieving this goal while reducing the costs and time in-

volved in traditional methods. This work utilizes a two-level

ensemble learning technique (trained with weighted losses)

to improve accuracy over individual classification models.

The ensemble technique alleviates over-fitting due to class

imbalance in the dataset, achieving a Balanced Multi-class

Accuracy (BMA) score of 0.591 without unknown class de-

tection. The algorithm was extended by appending the pro-

posed CS-KSU module collection to detect the presence of

images belonging to novel classes during test time. The ex-

tended algorithm secured an Area Under the ROC Curve

(AUC) score of 0.544 for the unknown class. Our algo-

rithm’s performance is at par with the current state-of-the-

art for this task1.

1. Introduction

Melanoma is a type of skin cancer that is curable if de-

tected early. Melanocyte cells (present at the bottom layer,

stratum basale, of the skin’s epidermis) produce the pig-

ment melanin (eumelanin and pheomelanin) when exposed

to UV rays. Overexposure may damage the cell DNA,

causing mutations in the cells, resulting in uncontrolled

melanocyte growth [2]. The traditional method of detec-

tion involves use of a Dermascope, where the images of

skin lesions captured are manually identified to be malig-

nant or benign. Machine Learning based approaches aim at

mitigating the time delay involved in manual diagnosis.

The proposed algorithm, for known class classification

with an extension for novel class detection, has a two-fold

contribution:

1at the time of submission of this paper

• Use of stacking to improve classification accuracy over

that of individual classifiers

• Augmenting the stack model with unknown-class de-

tection module at test time.

1.1. Related Work

In earlier attempts to automate the melanoma detection

(classification) task, hand-crafted features were explored (as

in [5], [31]), which proved to be not very efficient. While

hand-crafted features suffer from human bias of perceived

patterns in the data; automatically learned features are free

from such limitations. The idea of using deep learning for

better classification has been demonstrated in [21], where

the authors have attempted to investigate the sub-optimal

classification results in skin lesion classification compared

to object detection tasks.

Early attempts at combining the methods of using hand-

crafted features such as RSurf and local binary patterns

(LBP) with basic learning approaches, as in [20], proved to

be more effective over computer vision based approaches.

In [10], the features were extracted using a pre-trained

AlexNet and classification performed via Error-Corrected

Output Coding Support Vector Machine (SVM) to yield

good accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity scores. In [7] the

authors have relied on data pre-processing to remove im-

age occlusions such as hair, rulers, etc. and addressed the

class imbalance of the dataset provided as part of the work-

shop. This involved utilizing Generative Adversarial Net-

works (GANs) to populate virtual patients (lesion images)

for each of the class and intra-class image augmentations.

The major challenge in skin lesion classification is han-

dling the class imbalanced dataset. GANs may be used to

generate more data points as in [7], but they are notoriously

hard to train and stabilize. Data Augmentation methods aim

at creating new data-points from existing ones by introduc-

ing some form of perturbation. In [24] the effect of var-

ious augmentations such as color, geometric, elastic, ran-

dom erase, etc. have been studied for three popular archi-



tectures - Inception-v4, ResNet and DenseNet - resulting in

impressive AUC scores for melanoma classification. Some

of these ideas were incorporated in the present work.

1.2. Motivation

The authors of [22] have aptly laid out the founda-

tions for reconciling with the task of skin lesion classifi-

cation. After discussing the clinical criteria for diagnosis,

they present insights on feature extraction. Features may

include shape, color, texture, and other domain specific

properties. It also provides a history of various methods

applied till now, such as Instance Based Learning, Deci-

sion Trees, Bayesian Networks, Artificial Neural Networks

(ANN) SVMs, Ensemble Methods, etc.

In the ISIC 2019 challenge, limitations associated with

the provided dataset [1] implied that a single model might

not suffice. Ensemble methods attempt at model selection

via meta-level learning. In [30] the authors have performed

an ensemble of back-propagation and fuzzy logic based net-

works along with border features for classification. The

idea is reiterated in [12], where the authors have studied the

methods of Sum of probabilities, Product of probabilities,

Simple Majority Voting and Weighted ensemble of Convo-

lutional Neural Networks (CNN) for AlexNet, GoogLeNet,

VGGNet and ResNet architectures. Authors of [19] utilized

a different approach where they have used pre-trained mod-

els such as VGG16, ResNet and AlexNet to extract the fea-

tures and train SVMs on each of them individually. Finally,

an average of the class scores was computed for the Fusion

step.

Unknown class detection during test-time is a challeng-

ing problem. In classical machine learning, one-class SVM

[25] is used to perform such tasks, although, neural net-

works with a softmax in the final layer can provide high

classification scores even for mis-classified instances [6],

making novelty detection harder. To address this challenge,

ideas have been drawn upon from [13] where the authors

have utilized the output probabilities of trained classifiers to

generate new features based on entropy in prediction confi-

dence, used for unknown class detection.

2. Methodology

The dataset used for training the proposed architecture

was obtained from the ISIC 2019 Challenge website at [1].

The present work focuses on utilizing the 25,331 available

images, without adding any other dataset to the training.

The methodology adopted involves training various base

classifiers for the known classes (on runtime augmented

data) and then utilize their outputs to learn a stacking model

that would remove model bias and improve known class de-

tection accuracy. The observation that ensembles generally

perform better than any of the individual models is inferred

from [23], where individual model’s performance for the

Figure 1. Bar-chart depicting the per-class distribution of images

in the given dataset. The class imbalance problem is observable,

e.g., classes such as NV, MEL, BCC, BKL have far more samples

than DF, VASC and SCC.

classification task was not found to be significantly better

compared to that of an ensemble.

To identify an unknown class, a separate module is de-

signed, where individual one known vs. rest unknown clas-

sifiers are trained. For a test image, the stacked model is

used to predict a class (known) and the class specific clas-

sifiers are used to make a final call on whether the predic-

tion was correct (otherwise, the test image is labeled as un-

known).

2.1. Dataset

The dataset is provided by the International Skin Imag-

ing Collaboration (ISIC) Archive, which maintains a repos-

itory of Dermoscopic images as part of the ISIC 2019 chal-

lenge, accumulated and consolidated from [28], [8] and

[9]. The challenge had two tasks out of which the present

work considers only the classification without meta-data

task. There are 8 known classes in the dataset with a to-

tal of 25,331 images. The classes in the dataset are as fol-

lows: Melanoma (MEL), Melanocytic Nevus (NV), Basal

Cell Carcinoma (BCC), Actinic Keratosis (AK), Benign

Keratosis (BKL), Dermatofibroma (DF), Vascular Le-

sion (VASC) and Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) [Fig-

ure 1]; unknown class images are presented to the classifier

during testing time only.

The imbalance in the dataset (some classes have signif-

icantly higher number of samples than others) is an inher-

ent challenge as any classifier is prone to be biased towards

the more populated classes such as NV. The procedure em-

ployed, aims at mitigating this issue via runtime data aug-

mentations and weighted loss.



2.2. Preprocessing

The images of the ISIC 2019 Challenge dataset have

been acquired from various sources, as mentioned in section

2.1. This introduces inherent changes to the color constancy

of the images due to illumination and acquisition methods

- light sources with variations in color may affect the cap-

tured image and consequently, the recognition process. The

authors of [4] have studied the results of color normaliza-

tion of dermoscopic images on the final classification results

and have observed a positive correlation. The present work

utilizes this idea and borrows the implementation from [26]

for the images in the dataset. Color constancy is approached

via the Shades of Gray algorithm [11], that generalizes the

Gray-World Hypothesis (average scene reflectance is achro-

matic) and the max-RGB Algorithm (reflectance achieved

on all 3 color channels is equal). The normalized image

is obtained by the following formulation, based on the L6-

Minkowski’s Norm:

(α, β, γ) =
1

a
·

(
∫

Ip∂x
∫

∂x

)1/p

where,

a is some constant

I is the input image

p denotes the norm; here it is 6
(α, β, γ) are the von-Kries coefficients of the resultant

color normalized image, or illuminant. The illuminants thus

obtained for the entire dataset are used for the remainder of

the algorithm.

2.3. Procedure

The training process proceeds in two steps - where each

step is executed independently. In the first step, the Stack-

ing Module is trained, which aims to classify a given skin

lesion image into one of the known classes. In the second

step, the Class Specific - Known vs. Simulated Unknown

(CS-KSU) Modules are trained that have been designed to

conclusively determine whether a skin lesion image is cor-

rectly recognized by the Stacking Module or is unknown.

The training for the Stacking Module utilizes 5-fold

cross-validation at the lower (base) level and 2 inner folds

for cross validation at the upper (stack/meta) level. The CS-

KSU Module proceeds in a one class versus rest fashion,

where 2-fold simulation sets are created for training and val-

idation; for each known class we have 7 sets, each of which

consists of the 2-folds.

2.3.1 Stacking Module

The concept of stacking was first introduced in [29], where

the author described it as a form of cross-validation; the

generalization error of base (lower) level classifiers is

Predictions

Train
Images

DenseNet-161EfficientNet-B2 EfficientNet-B5

Figure 2. Stacking Module: The lower level Base-Learners com-

prise 3 configurations of EfficientNet and a DenseNet whereas the

upper level Meta-Learner performs out-of-sample generalization

over the probabilities predicted by Base-Learners.

reduced by training an upper level classifier in the output

space of the base level classifiers. In the proposed architec-

ture, the lower level (Base Learners) comprises 4 models

[described in Table 1]: EfficientNet-B2, EfficientNet-B5

(with two configurations) and DenseNet, which have been

found to perform better for classification tasks compared

to their precursor architectures. In [27], the authors of

EfficientNet proposed a principled method to scale a convo-

lutional network with regards to the width/depth/resolution,

to utilize the available resources better. The authors of

[18, 17] observed that gradients diminish with depth

and hence propose the idea of connecting each layer to

every other layer inside each dense module to improve

gradient flow. The increase in learn-able parameters and

the consequent increase in resource/time requirement is

compensated by better performance. The upper level

(Meta Learner) is a 3 layer neural network that trains over

the classification probabilities of the Base Learners, for

out-of-sample instances (instances not belonging to train-

ing data of base learners) and learns to generalize over them.

The training process is as follows: 4 out of the 5 parti-

tions of the dataset are used to train each of the 4 models

(pre-trained on ImageNet) [Figure 2] of the Base Learners

and then the 5th partition is used to validate them individ-

ually. The 5th partition is further split into 2 more parti-

tions, which are used to train the Meta Learner in a 2-fold

fashion. The training of the Stacking Module is detailed in

Algorithm 1.

2.3.2 Class Specific - Known vs. Simulated Unknown

(CS-KSU) Modules

The CS-KSU module collection is composed of individ-

ual binary classification modules, each trained to recognize

one of the known classes. The CS-KSU modules are used

to conclude the classification when the Stacking Module

identifies the class of an image, with the highest probabil-



Base Model
Last

Layer
Image Dim.

Crop

Ratio

EfficientNet-B2

ReLU +

log-

SoftMax

320× 320
3

4
× 3

4

EfficientNet-B5
log-

SoftMax
456× 456

3

5
× 3

5

EfficientNet-B5

ReLU +

log-

SoftMax

300× 300
3

5
× 3

5

DenseNet-161
log-

Softmax
224× 224

3

5
× 3

5

Table 1. Base Learners’ Configurations - each image is of dimen-

sion 512x512, from which a random crop of given ratio is extracted

and resized to the dimension as mentioned in the table. These

cropped-resized images are used as input for each of the networks.

Algorithm 1: Training the Stacking Module

Input : Training images X , corresponding labels Y

Output: Base Models, M = {m}P,K
p=1,k=1

Stacked Models, S = {s}K,T
k=1,t=1

1 Split X ,Y into K-folds in a stratified fashion, s.t.,

Xtrain = {Xtrk}
K
k=1, Ytrain = {Ytrk}

K
k=1;

Xval = {Xvlk}
K
k=1, Yval = {Yvlk}

K
k=1

2 foreach k in K do

3 Consider set of P Base Learners s.t.,

M = {mk,p}
P
p=1

4 foreach p in P do

5 Train mk,p on {Xtrk , Ytrk}

6 Split Xvlk , Yvlk into stratified T-folds, s.t.,

Xs
train = {Xs

trt}
T
t=1, Y s

train = {Y s
trt}

T
t=1;

Xs
val = {Xs

vlt
}Tt=1, Y s

val = {Y s
vlt

}Tt=1

7 foreach t in T do

8 Consider set of T Stack Learners s.t.,

S = {sk,t}
T
t=1

9 foreach s in S do

10 Train sk,t over stack of Base

Learners {mk,p}
P
p=1 using data

{Xs
trt , Y s

trt}

ity among the known classes. The class-specific module

in the CS-KSU module collection conclusively determines

whether the prediction of the Stacking Module is correct.

In case the class-specific classifier does not recognize the

image, it is declared to belong to an Unknown class.

To train the individual CS-KSU Modules (one for each

of the 8 known classes), the following 2-fold approach

is employed: first, data for each class is split in half and

then groups are formed to create Known Class samples’

set and Simulated Unknown Class samples’ set along with

a Validation set. This can be understood by the example

shown in Table 2. In this example, class C1 is assumed to

be the target (or ‘Known’ class); superscripts a,b denote

the halves of the respective classes. To form the first

fold-set, known class consists of C1a and the unknown

class is simulated by considering the a halves of the classes

C2 through C7 whereas partitions C8b and C1b form the

validation set. The second fold-set is formed by using the

other halves as shown in Table 2. Other fold-sets for C1 are

formed by exchanging C8 in the Validation Set with each

of the classes C2 through C7 in turn.

Fold-set

Known

Class

Set

Unknown

Class

Set

Val.

Class

Set

Fold-set 1 C1
a C2

a, C3
a, ..., C7

a C8
b, C1

b

Fold-set 2 C1
b C2

b, C3
b, ..., C7

b C8
a, C1

a

Table 2. To generate the CS-KSU Data-splits, each class of images

is first split into two a, b, then the two folds of a set is created

consisting of known class (here C1) and simulated unknown class

using different splits. Other folds’ sets are created via permuting

the class in Val. class set with those in the unknown class.

Using this idea, 8 class-specific modules are trained that

are used during testing to make the final call over the Stack-

ing Module. The CS-KSU modules are trained on a col-

lection of pre-trained ResNet-18 [14] models, incorporating

both a triplet loss and a weighted cross-entropy loss (Figure

3).

The fold-sets depicted in Figure 3 can be understood as

follows: fold-set 1 and 2 in Table 2 denote the fold-sets with

C1 as the ‘Known’ class, where the simulated unknown

class consists of classes C2 through C7. In the next fold-set

pair for the same known class, we may replace C7 with C8

in the simulated unknown class and so on; C7 is used for

validation. Thus we have a total of Z = 7 × 2 = 14 fold-

sets for the CS-KSU module of C1. The final prediction

of this module is determined by averaging over individual

predictions for these Z fold-sets, mitigating the validation

bias.



Fold-set i ResNet-18 Classifier

Losswce
Losstriplet

Figure 3. The Class Specific - Known vs. Simulated Unknown

(CS-KSU) Module learn binary classifiers using ResNet for each

known class, against multiple simulated unknown sets to conclu-

sively determines class membership of given image.

2.3.3 Loss Functions

The class imbalance problem in the dataset has been alle-

viated via the use of weighted cross entropy loss function

[15] in both the Stacking and the CS-KSU Modules. In gen-

eral, a model trained on imbalanced data is biased towards

the classes with more instances. The weights are used to

penalize false positives - when instances of other classes

are classified into the instance-heavy classes. The follow-

ing formulation can describe the loss function:

Lwce = −
1

N

C
∑

c=1

N
∑

n=1

wc × ycn × log (hθ (xn, c))

where,

N = Total number of training examples

C = Total number of classes

wc = Weight for class c

ycn = Target label for training example n of class c

xn = Input for training example n

hθ = Some model with weight parameter θ

The models described in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 use the

following corresponding weights:

wc =
1

Nc

where,

NC = Total number of training samples for class c

The CS-KSU Module requires to learn an embedding

space that has enough separability between the known and

simulated-unknown class. To ensure this, a triplet loss

function [16] is used. The triplet loss aims at minimizing

the dissimilarity between an anchor and another instance of

the same class while maximizing it for the anchor and some

non-member instance. It is formulated as follows:

L(A,B, Y ) = max
(

||dist(A,B)− dist(A, Y )||+ γ
)

where,

A is the anchor point embedding

B is the embedding of an instance in same class as the

anchor

Y is the embedding of an instance not in anchor’s class

γ is a margin between positive and negative pairs

dist() is some distance metric function

3. Results

The proposed algorithm’s performance is assessed ac-

cording to the procedure described in Figure 4. For a given

test image, the results from the 5-folds, with 2-inner-folds

each, of the Stacking Module (effectively 10 Stacking mod-

els), are averaged to obtain class prediction probabilities.

The target class for the CS-KSU Module is selected via an

argmax over the averaged result of the Stacking Module.

The class-specific classifier of the CS-KSU Module conclu-

sively classifies the image as either known or unknown.

3.1. Performance Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed system was carried out on

the Test Data of ISIC 2019 challenge, consisting of 8,238

images, on the ISIC Live Leaderboard [3]. The target la-

bels for these images are not available publicly. The perfor-

mance is evaluated using the Balanced Multi-class Accu-

racy (BMA) (mean recall of all the classes) as the primary

evaluation metric. It is computed as follows:

BMA =
1

C

C
∑

c=1

TPc

RPc
=

1

C

C
∑

c=1

TPc

TPc + FNc

where,

BMA = Balanced Multi-class Accuracy

C = Total number of classes

RPc = Total Positive samples available for class c in the

dataset

TPc = True Positives for class c

FNc = False Negatives for class c

A secondary metric, Area Under the ROC2 Curve

(AUC) is used on the Live Leaderboard to break ties when

the BMA scores are same. Intuitively, the AUC scores de-

pict the recognition ability of the system for known as well

as unknown classes. The following simplified formulation

may be used to understand the computation for the case of

a binary classifier:
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Figure 4. Local testing procedure for our combined model

Team/

Method
BMA

Unk.

Class

AUC

External

Data

minjie

(Ensemble)
0.632 0.705 Yes

Jost

(Ensemble)
0.624 0.639 Yes

Sabanci University

(Ensemble w/ ECOC)
0.602 0.582 No

Dermos

(Ensemble)
0.595 0.500 No

Ours

(Ensemble Avg. w/o

Unknown detection

0.565 0.500 No

Ours

Ensemble Stack w/o

Unknown detection

0.591 0.500 No

Ours

Ensemble Stack w/

Unknown detection

0.568 0.544 No

Table 3. Comparison of performance on ISIC Live Leaderboard

[3]. BMA is the primary evaluation metric; external data column

denotes whether the method uses a dataset other than the ISIC

2019 challenge dataset. Unknown class AUC denotes the classifi-

cation score for images not previously seen by the system during

training. In our third model, the decrease in BMA is compensated

by an increase in Unknown Class AUC.

AUC =
1

G ·H

G
∑

g=1

H
∑

h=1

1pr(g)>pr(h)

where,

G = Number of positive instances for a class

H = Number of negative instances for a class

pr(g) = Probability score for positive instance g

pr(h) = Probability score for negative instance h

1 = Indicator function which returns 1 when the

condition pr(g) > pr(h) is true

A high AUC score denotes that the classifier can distin-

guish among instances of different classes with a high con-

fidence.

Table 3 compares the performances of some of the top

teams that participated in the ISIC 2019 Challenge, against

our proposed method, based on Balanced Multi-class Accu-

racy and Unknown Class AUC scores. It was observed that

the stacking of base learners significantly improves the clas-

sification performance compared to the simple averaging

of probabilities method. The stack method’s performance

(without unknown class detection) is proximal to the result

of the team (Sabanci University), that performs best without

using external data3.

2Receiver Operating Characteristic or ROC curve is created by plotting

the true positive rate against the false positive rate.
3at the time of submission of this paper



Ensemble

Avg.

Ensemble

Stack

Ensemble

Stack

w/ Unk. Det.

MEL 0.825 0.825 0.801

NV 0.873 0.843 0.838

BCC 0.851 0.853 0.814

AK 0.698 0.777 0.757

BKL 0.752 0.742 0.675

DF 0.782 0.813 0.814

VASC 0.819 0.816 0.816

SCC 0.706 0.749 0.747

UNK 0.500 0.500 0.544

Avg.

AUC
0.756 0.769 0.756

Table 4. The AUC score comparison for the Stacking Module with

simple averaging vs. stacked approach vs. stacked approach with

unknown class detection. Without unknown class detection, stack-

ing based approach has better AUC scores for the instance-light

classes DF, AK, SCC (VASC remains almost same) whereas the

instance-heavy classes NV, MEL, BCC, BKL continue to have

comparable AUC scores. The last row mentions the mean AUC

scores for each of the methods.

The third column in Table 3 reports (in the last row) the

performance of our CS-KSU Module Collection, which was

augmented to the Stacking Module during test time. The

decrease in the BMA score compared to the Stacking Mod-

ule’s BMA score is compensated by an increase in the AUC

score for the Unknown Class, fulfilling the objective of the

CS-KSU Modules. The threshold value for the probabili-

ties, for each CS-KSU module, to decide whether images

belong to an unknown class are selected empirically via

grid-search on the validation probabilities.

Table 4 reports the per-class AUC scores for our three

experimental setups, Averaged Ensemble, Stacked Ensem-

ble and Stacked Ensemble with Unknown Class Detection.

The performance of the Stacked approach is better than the

averaged ensemble, as evident by the scores. The CS-KSU

Module Collection based approach improved the unknown

class detection without any significant loss in AUC scores

for the known classes.

The overall performance of the proposed algorithm

could be improved by using extra data, other pre-trained

networks and further calibration of the CS-KSU Module

Collection.

4. Discussion

The two-step algorithm we have proposed has shown

promising performance for the challenge posed at ISIC

2019. The first step, involving a stacking network for Base

Learners, surpasses the performance over simple averaging.

In the second step, our CS-KSU Module Collection has

shown propitious performance in detecting novel classes.

A trade-off was observed between the BMA score and the

AUC score for the unknown class presented at test time,

which forms the essence of this challenge. As with any

machine learning model, the availability of extra data can

improve the performance of the proposed architecture. The

CS-KSU Module Collection can be enhanced by replacing

the ResNet-18 components with other state-of-the-art pre-

trained models, paving the future direction for improving

our algorithm.
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